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On his blog, Marcel Reichart describes himself as
“curious about the future and who makes it”. This is

more than just personal curiosity, however. As MD of
research & development and marketing & communications
at Hubert Burda Media, he’s deeply involved in rethinking
one of Germany’s largest publishers.

Hubert Burda Media Group publishes 260 magazines
worldwide, including Bunte and Burda Moden in its native
Germany. In the UK it recently bought Love It! magazine
from News International, adding to a portfolio that
includes Your Home, Health & Fitness, Period House and
The Essential Kitchen Bathroom Bedroom Magazine. It
made the headlines recently when it took a stake in high-
profile home decorating site MyDeco, becoming the site’s
preferred partner for expansion in Burda’s core markets.

Since 1995, Burda has also been growing a portfolio of
digital businesses, which by last year accounted for 16%
of the publisher’s revenue. It includes businesses in
gaming, branded content, mobile, ecommerce and
entertainment but, as Reichart explains, not news sites
related to the core business.

“The digital portfolio had separate management and
the people who were running it didn’t have a print
background,” he says. “They looked for different business
models that they thought would work. The next stage is
that we have this digital portfolio but it needs to be able to
compete, so we’re thinking about how to link the digital
products with our magazines.”

Burda is also bringing its print brands online, but it’s a
heterogeneous approach — there isn’t one single model.
“For example, with our people magazines we’re taking a
news-based approach, the same as with our news
magazine Focus,” Reichart says . “We’ve also been
experimenting with online-only magazines such as Les
Mads, a fashion brand. The question we ask ourselves is
whether we can find new brands that fit our portfolio.”

Les Mads, which started as a blog, is part of Burda’s
Glam network of style and fashion titles. It’s aimed at a
younger audience than Elle, which Burda publishes under
licence in Germany. In launching it, Burda is revisiting the
idea, popular in the late-1990s and subsequently
abandoned, of publishers creating new brands for the
web. Reichart argues that print companies create new
magazine brands every decade or so to reflect changes in
the public’s interests and the way it consumes media;
online brands are no different.

“We’re creating new brands for a new generation,” he
says. “Young women who are digital natives find online a
more natural way to consume content. Les Mads came
from targeting these women.”

Reichart sees a clear difference in approach between
Les Mads, which was born online, and something like Elle,
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which has a website but which he thinks culturally still
follows the monthly cycle of print. “Online is often very
much an addition to a print brand and that’s reflected in
the approach,” he says. “Monthly titles plan two to three
months ahead, for example, but Les Mads has an approach
more like TV, with daily coverage.”

The other aspect of Les Mads that excites Reichart, and
which follows the latest publishing trend, is its
distribution model. It doesn’t just live on its own site but
goes where its users are: MySpace and YouTube, for
example. The same approach is taken with Scienceblogs,
which Burda claims is “the largest conversation online
about science”. It launched in the US in 2006 and in
Germany last spring. It has 130 writers and three staff,
and, on top of the distributed model, it co-operates and
syndicates content with major media properties such as
The New York Times and The Guardian. But what really
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pleases Reichart is the level of interactivity it has with its
audience, each post generating around ten responses.

He sees this kind of dedicated distributed publishing
model as giving clients reach but also security, in the
sense that they know where their ads are appearing. “Les
Mads is the prototype for us on the content side, but Glam
is the prototype on the ad side,” he says.

Reichart’s emphasis on reach reflects his realisation
that media companies, Burda included, face a challenge to
redesign their revenue models. “Print will not grow. Non-
advertising models will grow, and there will be ad-funded
models, but they won’t replace print,” he says. “There are a
lot of traditional media sites that are in the middle of the
long tail where things are difficult. Advertising clients
want quality reach and that’s something we must provide.”

Reichart is also a passionate advocate of the role of
communities around publisher’s brands. Indeed, he sees

community management as a natural part of the skill set
of media companies. “We’re seeing more and more brands
coming to us for help in finding and building
communities,” he says. “Communities are at the overlap of
the technological, social and editorial. That gives us, as
media owners, credibility in managing them, since brands
don’t have the core competencies.”

If communities are a new form of advertising, Reichart
is conscious of the need to develop business models
around them. He highlights the market research potential
of communities, but he warns against heavy-handed
attempts to monetise these audiences. “People will only
accept the softer approach,” he says.

However, he’s certain the role of communities is only
going increase in importance, because people need to
voice their opinions. “We’re only at the beginning of the
social internet,” he says. �
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